Formation of critical thinking skills at the lesson of the discipline «Chemistry of Elements»

A methodology for conducting classes using new forms of work that promote the development of critical thinking has been developed. The first year students took part in the experiment. Pedagogical experiment consisted of three stages, namely, ascertaining, formative and control. Classes were held with the use of various techniques such as schemes, diagrams, presentations, clusters, which made the classes more interesting, cognitive and diverse. Questionnaires and questions for testing the level of components development of critical thinking were designed. They helped to determine the level of educational motivation and to test the effectiveness of supporting abstracts. These tasks were applied before the beginning of the experiment to determine the initial level of development of critical thinking, as well as after the formation stage. The results of the present stage of the experiment showed that the level of critical thinking of first-year students was not sufficiently developed. The obtained data of research can be used at creation of a technique of students' critical thinking development in the chemistry course teaching. In comparison with the traditional form of teaching, where an authoritarian approach to learning is used, this technology provides a free liberal form of conducting a lesson that leads to the awakening of students' cognitive activity. Traditional evaluation technique can be used to assess students when using new forms of work, since the components of critical thinking cannot be evaluated specifically. The technology helps to establish a discussion between students, through a form of work such as oral presentation.
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Introduction

Lecture, seminar, practical classes, laboratory work, independent work of students are traditional forms of teaching chemistry in high school. Lecture is a basic form of teaching students. The main purpose of a lecture is to provide a theoretical basis for training, develop interest in the learning process and a certain academic discipline, and motivate students to develop self-directed activities during the course [1]. In addition, a lecture is a convenient way of obtaining the basic information in a compressed form, which activates the process of cognitive activity in practical exercises. All of these are a significant plus of lecture classes. However, it is possible to identify a number of disadvantages inherent in the lecture form of training, for example, getting involved in passive perception of the information received, inability to think critically, and almost complete absence of independent work. At the lecture classes the students do not try to comprehend the material, but simply mechanically write down the lecturer's information. This means that there is simply an imitation of the cognitive process. There is a need for a new format arises for conducting lecture classes to use the teaching time effectively, which is provided to familiarize students with new material by reading the lecture of a teacher.
Experimental

The pedagogical experiment was conducted on the discipline «Chemistry of Elements» in which the first-year students took part. The first-year students of the Kazakh department were chosen to participate in the experiment, because there are class-lesson forms of the organization of the educational process at schools, where students study subjects strictly sequentially in a specific volume for a certain period in classroom conditions. In the university, students are trained in the credit system of education, which is aimed at increasing the level of self-education and individualizing the pace of student learning. Therefore, first-year students are the least prepared for an individual form of training organization, where they must independently master the knowledge. Also another reason why first-year students took part in the experiment is that at school students use one or two textbooks, when they come to the university, as such, they have no single textbook on which they can study. This is one of the difficulties in finding and studying information. One of the tasks of the experiment was that the students of the Kazakh department should learn to write lecture notes from textbooks not only in Kazakh, but in Russian too.

Before applying the technology of critical thinking at the lesson of chemistry, it is necessary to find out at what level of development critical thinking exists. Especially, in the first year students with a different level of education from different schools study. In this regard, the pedagogical experiment was divided into three stages, namely, ascertaining, formative and control. For each stage, various tasks were developed, which served as diagnostic and forming tools [2].

The goal of the ascertaining stage of the experiment is to determine the initial level of development of critical thinking among students in the process of teaching chemistry of elements. In accordance with the goal, the main tasks of the ascertaining stage of the experiment are outlined:
- to determine the level of motivational readiness of students for the formation of critical thinking in the process of studying the chemistry of elements;
- define criteria and indicators of the level of development of critical thinking of students;
- select the diagnostic material with which it’s possible to determine the qualitative characteristics and are unique to each of the critical thinking levels;
- define the initial level of development of critical thinking in first-year students.

At this stage of the experiment, students' learning motivation was studied, also the ability to compose abstracts, and the ability to work in a group. A questionnaire [3] to study the motivation of students was used, where students were required to answer «yes» or «no» to the following questions:
1) Are you interested in studying chemistry?
2) Can you apply the knowledge gained in chemistry in life?
3) Do you ask questions to the teacher if you do not understand something?
4) Do you read additional literature on chemistry?
5) Do you like solving complex chemistry problems?
6) Are you interested in the achievements of scientists in the field of chemistry?
7) Are you trying to find answers to your questions?
8) Do you apply knowledge gained in chemistry classes while studying another subject?
9) Do you limit the information in the textbook to answer on the lesson?
10) Do you practice self-education?
11) Do you consider the information presented in the textbooks is interesting?
12) Do you think good knowledge will help you in your future professional work?

For each question with a «yes» answer, one point is awarded, with a negative answer, the points are not credited. Levels of motivation: high (from 10 to 12), medium (from 6 to 9), low (from 0 to 5).

It is possible to monitor positive changes in the students' educational motivation in comparison with the initial state after processing the results of the questionnaire (Table 1).
As the results of the research show, the motivation of the majority of students at the beginning of the experiment is at an average level, where students' interest in the learning process is inactive and the activities of students are not meaningful, and then there are positive changes.

There are a huge number of techniques and strategies for students to develop their critical thinking. At the beginning of the study, we selected forms of independent work that contributed to the development of the ability to think critically, which would result in mastering the skills of presenting the results of our analysis in various ways such as writing a summary, a collective presentation, a Venn diagram and diagrams, clusters.

Writing and drawing up a summary before each lecture was offered to students at home. Students can use any sources of information that must be presented in the form of a lecture. The amount of information learned by students in self-writing notes, the degree of understanding of the material studied, as well as those questions and facts that students could not understand in the course of independent work were determined by asking leading questions. Preliminary acquaintance with the material through the drafting of the abstract first caused the students great difficulties. Therefore, at the initial stage of the application of this methodology, the independent writing of abstracts was organized. Mandatory requirements for the content of the abstract was a thesis of the theoretical material with the derivation of formulas, laws, questions arising during the study of the material, the availability of examples of practical application of the material [4].

Evaluation of the abstracts was organized as follows. Four groups of students were trained, who were trained to write abstracts, according to the following criteria:

− there is no abstract;
− the abstract is not complete (not all material is reflected in the abstract);
− the summary is complete, but it has some drawbacks (the material is poorly structured, there are no conclusions, few examples, its attitude to the material is not shown in the form of questions, additions);
− the abstract is mostly without shortcomings. Improvements in learning outcomes were recorded.

When comparing the results of the study of preliminary processing of educational material, one can observe an increase in the number of students whose abstracts are mostly deficient, which leads to the development of the capacity for self-organization and critical analysis of one's own activity (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Criteria</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is no abstract</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract is incomplete</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract is complete</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract basically has no shortcomings</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no abstract</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract is incomplete</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract is complete</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract basically has no shortcomings</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To assess the effectiveness of the compiled abstracts, we conducted a test work, where students had to answer a series of questions on the topic, using only their own abstracts. Within 10 minutes, using their own notes, the students had to answer the following 6 questions:

1) Why, in comparison with other elements of the VA group, the maximum valence of nitrogen in compounds is III, whereas, for example, the maximum valence of phosphorus is V?
2) Why does molecular nitrogen show a low reactivity?
3) What single oxide can be obtained by direct interaction of nitrogen and oxygen at high temperatures?
4) What reaction underlies the use of hydrazine as a rocket fuel?
5) Why is nitric acid stored in dark bottles? What reaction equation underlies this storage condition?
6) The most common nitrate, which is used as a nitrogen fertilizer?

Verification work carried out at the end of the experiment showed also improvements in comparison with the ascertaining stage.

Presentation as a kind of educational retelling puts the task to convey from the perceived text the main thing, using the language means of generalized content transfer. It occupies a special place in the teaching of coherent speech and contributes to the improvement of general communicative skills: to disclose the topic, the main idea of the text, to plan the utterance, to improve the created text.
Presentation lasting about 15–20 minutes was prepared by students, who were previously divided into groups. For example, in the lesson on «Elements of Group V», where the main representatives are nitrogen and phosphorus, we used the oxidation states characteristic of these elements as a basis for dividing students into groups. If a student came across a card with a «+5», he was in a group that needed to characterize all the nitrogen compounds, where he exhibited an oxidation state of «+5».

In preparing the presentation, students were given the opportunity to use various sources of information, including their own abstracts.

From each group, 2 to 3 representatives were elected who were to go to the board and provide information about the element, its representatives, properties and applications. After their speech, students from other groups asked them questions on interesting or incomprehensible facts.

The main requirements for the presentation were: own critical analysis of information, close communication with the audience, persuasiveness and creative submission of information using examples. The greatest number of skills and competencies helps to get work on a collective presentation, as apart from analytical abilities, the ability to distribute duties, skills of effective oral presentation is also developed.

Also one of the new forms of work was the development of schemes (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Presentation of the training material in the form of a schema](image)

The scheme is used to visually structure a topic, highlight the main structural elements and establish links between them. These schemes help students to see not only the distinctive features of objects, but also allow faster and stronger storage of information [5].

The Venn diagram was used to compare two or more elements that have similar physical and chemical properties. The lesson reveals two or more concepts, terms, phenomena that need to be compared. For example, in the task «Compare properties and structure that are inherent in nitrogen and phosphorus», students draw rings, fill in graphs. At the stage of reflection, the diagrams in the groups are discussed (Fig. 2).

![Figure 2. Venn diagram on the subject «Elements of the VA group»](image)
Another of the new forms of work was the reception of Clusters. On the lesson, we tried to characterize the s-elements. Students had to write in notebooks all the associations that they cause these metals (work within 2 minutes). The teacher builds clusters on the board according to the ideas expressed by the students (Fig. 3).

At the end of each lesson, students were asked questions for self-analysis of the effectiveness of their own abstracts and their participation in the work of the group when applying the presentation of the material.
1) Has your reference abstract helped you in answering questions on the topic of the lecture?
2) Do you think that the teaching material is fully reflected in your abstract?
3) Do you think you have learned reflect the training material briefly and at the same time fully?
4) Do you participate in the preparation of the group for the presentation?
5) Do you present your thoughts aloud when discussing a group of questions of a lecture?
6) Do you participate in the distribution of roles and the definition of the function of each member of the group?
7) Do you like the pace of the work of the group you were assigned to?

For clarity, the results of the study of the effectiveness of the abstracts are presented in the form of a diagram in Figure 4.

The number of students who believe that the quality of their abstracts had improved markedly increased. Perhaps this was due to the fact that the number of students who believed that they had coped well with the questions of verification work had increased.

After processing the results of the questionnaire, the following data were obtained: 79% of students rate their learning activity in the group as high, 21% — as low.

On the last lesson we held a reflection in order to identify students' perception of new forms of work. For this purpose, students were given questionnaires with the following questions [6]:
1) Did you like the new forms of work with information?
2) Did you easily manage to present information in the form of diagrams, diagrams and presentations?
3) Do you think that these forms of work contribute for improving the quality of knowledge in this discipline?

4) Would you like to continue using these forms of work in class?

The results of this survey are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Perception of new forms of students work](image)

Conclusions

Approbation of methods for developing students' critical thinking (abstract, clusters, schemes, Venn diagram and presentations) has proved the possibility of purposeful development of critical thinking of first-year students in the process of teaching chemistry. The most difficult for the students was the task — the Venn diagram and the preparation of lecture notes. By the end of the experiment, students have learned to compose such abstracts that can be used in practical exercises without resorting to additional sources.

The results of testing all components of critical thinking at the control stage confirm the success of the experiment. Also, these techniques help to interest more passive students, who in the course of time in the process of learning may appear personal functions, in particular, motivation for learning. When applying these strategies independence of judgments, creative abilities are developed. If the teacher uses these techniques in the educational process, they can also identify individual gaps in the knowledge of each student.

It is necessary to use different methods and techniques to develop critical thinking among students not only in lectures, but also in practical exercises.

A small disadvantage of this technology is the teacher's time spent preparing for the lesson, since there are almost no didactic or teaching aids, which give examples of ready-made assignments that could be used to prepare the lesson plan. All the tasks the teacher needs to think through independently and to foresee questions that can raise doubts among students.
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«Элементы химии» как основа обучения химии в школе
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